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What we pay attention to is influenced by reward learning.

Converging evidence points to the idea that associative reward

learning changes how visual stimuli are processed in the brain,

rendering learned reward cues difficult to ignore. Behavioral

evidence distinguishes value-driven attention from other

established control mechanisms, suggesting a distinct

underlying neurobiological process. Recently, studies have

begun to explore the neural substrates of this value-driven

attention mechanism. Here, I review the progress that has been

made in this area, and synthesize the findings to provide an

integrative account of the neurobiology of value-driven

attention. The proposed account can explain both attentional

capture by previously rewarded targets and the modulatory

effect of reward on priming, as well as the decoupling of reward

history and prior task relevance in value-driven attention.
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The representational capacity of the brain’s perceptual

system is limited, and attention serves as the mechanism

by which organisms select which input receives represen-

tation at later stages of information processing [1]. One of

the most fundamental questions that can be asked in the

study of attention concerns the factors that determine

which information is attended and which is ignored.

Substantial evidence points to the role of current task

goals (goal-directed attention) [2,3] and the physical

salience of stimuli (stimulus-driven attention) [4,5] in

the selection process, each of which has been linked to

a dedicated network of brain regions responsible for

signaling the corresponding priority [6–8].

More recently, selection history has emerged as a third

factor governing the control of attention that is distin-

guishable from goal-directed and stimulus-driven influ-

ences [9,10]. One component of selection history that has
www.sciencedirect.com 
received substantial research interest is reward history.

Previously reward-associated stimuli are afforded height-

ened attentional priority [11–13], even when they are

physically non-salient, currently task-irrelevant, and no

longer predictive of reward [13]. Such evidence has led to

the idea that attention can be value-driven, in a manner

that is dissociable from goal-directed and stimulus-driven

factors [13].

The principle of value-driven attention, along with its

cognitive and learning profile, have been extensively

reviewed [e.g. in Refs. 9,10,14,15]. Missing from these

reviews has been in-depth discussion of the neural

structures and processes subserving value-driven atten-

tion, which is critical for the argument that value-driven

attention reflects a dedicated selection mechanism.

Newly emerging research has resulted in substantial

progress on this issue, and I synthesize these findings

here to provide an integrative account of the neurobi-

ology of value-driven attention. The proposed account

can accommodate a variety of neuroimaging data in

addition to behavioral findings with neurobiological

implications.

Value-based plasticity in the visual system
Compared to previously unrewarded or less valuable

stimuli, stimuli previously associated with high reward

produce stronger visually evoked responses in the brain.

Such elevated priority signals have been frequently

observed in the ventral (object-selective) visual cortex

and caudate tail [16,17��,18�,19�,20��,21�,22,23], in addi-

tion to early visual cortex [24–26]. The caudate tail

projects to the superior colliculus via the substantial nigra

pars reticulata and is involved in the generation of value-

guided eye movements [27], with neural responses

reflecting stable, well-trained object values rather than

more immediate reward considerations [22,23]. Interest-

ingly, elevated responses in the ventral visual cortex and

posterior caudate have been observed even when the

stimuli during reward training differ only in a single

feature dimension (color) [16,17��,28�], suggesting that

biased representation at the level of object identity

reflects a futprintndamental organizational principle

rather than a function of task demands [see Refs.

18�,19�,20��,21�,22,23]. A causal role for the caudate tail

in biasing eye movements was evident following neuronal

stimulation in non-human primates [27], and a causal role

for early visual representations in value-driven attention

was provided by a study in which transcranial random

noise stimulation was applied to the occipital lobe during

reward training [29�].
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28 Attention and perception
The aforementioned evidence points to two different

mechanisms by which learned reward cues are afforded

elevated priority in the visual system (Figure 1). The first

is through elevated stimulus-evoked responses arising in

the visual perceptual system, which include feature-

selective responses in early visual cortex [24–26,28�]
but may also arise in object-selective cortex for cate-

gory-level representations that are particularly diagnostic

of value [18�,19�,20��,30]. These value-modulated signals

propagate through the visual system, influencing activity

in the spatial priority map in the parietal cortex

[16,20��,28�,31,32] and competition in the visual system

more broadly. Here in the parietal cortex, value-based

attentional priority competes with other sources of prior-

ity reflecting stimulus-driven input from the visual cortex

and goal-dependent modulation from the frontal cortex

[6–8]. With respect to the priority map, value-driven

attentional priority is analogous to the bottom-up influ-

ence of physical salience, with biased activity arising

earlier in the visual system and feeding forward. To

the degree that feature-specific responses in the visual

cortex are modulated in this way, the consequence for the

priority map should be similar to that of a situation in

which the actual intensity of the stimulus was correspond-

ingly increased through a change in brightness or feature

contrast. Such a feedforward account of value-driven

attention helps to explain why previously reward-
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associated stimuli can robustly outcompete goal-directed

influences on the control of attention

[13,14,16,17��,29�,31] that rely on feedback signals from

the frontal cortex [5–7,10].

The second mechanism concerns competition within the

oculomotor system, with value-modulated responses in

the caudate tail exerting an immediate impact on reflex-

ive eye movements via the superior colliculus

[16,17��,22,23,27,28�]. Through this second signaling

pathway, value-modulated information processing

bypasses goal-directed influences within the priority

map of parietal cortex, which may help explain why

learned value can in some situations overpower both

stimulus-driven and goal-directed influences

[13,16,17��,33��]. Dopamine plays an important role in

this signaling pathway, with the release of dopamine as

measured using position emission tomography (PET)

predicting behavioral measures of value-driven atten-

tional capture [17��,33��].

The oculomotor pathway through the caudate tail could

explain why elevated responses in object-selective cortex

are observed [16,18�,19�,20��,21�,28�] even when distin-

guishing early visual features is sufficient to predict

reward [16,28�]. Neural responses within the caudate tail

are distinctly object-selective, which is evident even
eurons
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without reward manipulations [27]. Coupled with the fact

that the caudate tail is a robust neural correlate of value-

driven attentional capture even in feature-based attention

tasks [16,17��,28�], and that current reward considerations

are sufficient to modulate responses in feature-selective

cortex [25,26] but insufficient to modulate responses in

the caudate tail [22,23], it seems unlikely that the caudate

tail is merely a passive recipient of value-based priority

signals arising in early vision. Given the close connections

between the caudate tail and the superior colliculus,

plasticity within the caudate tail itself reflects a viable

mechanism by which value-driven attention emerges in

the oculomotor system. By this account, the elevated

activity within the ventral visual cortex could reflect

biasing signals arising within the caudate tail through

the visual cortico-striatal loop [34]. However, an alterna-

tive possibility remains that both the spatial priority map

of parietal cortex and the caudate tail are the recipient of a

common source of value-dependent priority originating in

early, feature-selective visual cortex, with this priority

signal propagating along the dorsal and ventral visual

pathway to culminate in these two regions.

Teaching signals from dopaminergic reward
prediction-errors
Behaviorally, value-driven attentional capture is only

evident following learning in situations in which reward

is uniquely predicted by particular visual stimuli [35].

Simply providing an entirely predictable reward for

orienting to a stimulus or incentivizing orienting with

an entirely unpredictable reward is insufficient to give

rise to value-driven attention [35]. Value-modulated

attentional orienting has also been observed for a

reward-predictive cue that never served as a target

[36,37], suggesting that the learning of stimulus-reward

associations rather than instrumental conditioning of the

orienting response is responsible for value-driven atten-

tion. Once learned, value-dependent attentional priority

can be further modulated by reward prediction-errors that

co-occur with the previously reward-predictive stimulus

[38]. Such evidence implies a critical role for reward

prediction-errors in value-based plasticity within the

visual system.

Reward prediction-errors are signaled through the dopa-

mine system in the midbrain and striatum [39,40]. Direct

evidence for the role of reward-evoked dopamine in the

development of value-driven attention was provided by a

PET study in which the behavioral effect of value-driven

attentional capture was predicted by striatal dopamine

release specifically attributable to the processing of

reward feedback during training [33��]. Correspondingly,

depressed individuals, who exhibit blunted neural

responses to rewards, also exhibit blunted value-driven

attentional capture [41,42]. After learning, the signaling of

value-based attentional priority within the oculomotor

pathway continues to rely on the transmission of striatal
www.sciencedirect.com 
dopamine [17��], proving a clear link between teaching

signals and subsequent biasing signals.

Findings such as these suggest that dopaminergic reward

prediction-errors propagate to the visual system, which

serve as teaching signals modulating the responsiveness

of neurons representing reward-predictive stimuli.

Reward prediction-error-like responses have been

observed in early visual cortex [43,44], and are hypothe-

sized to play a role in perceptual learning [45,46]. Con-

sistent with such an account of value-driven attention, the

receipt of high reward was found to evoke elevated

responses in both early and ventral visual cortex and

the caudate tail compared to the receipt of low reward

[28�]. Importantly, the position and identity of the pre-

ceding target could be decoded from these reward

responses in the visual system, as if the stimulus repre-

sentation that predicted the reward was either reactivated

or maintained for a longer period of time [28�]. Such

reward-dependent visual responses could serve to ‘stamp

in’ the responses predictive of high reward, tuning the

neurons underlying this representation and producing the

elevated responsiveness described in the prior section.

Midbrain and ventral striatal activation have also been

observed as neural correlates of value-driven attentional

orienting [18�,19�,20��,47], with activation within these

regions correlating with behavioral measures of value-

modulated distraction. However, in each of these cases,

either the effect of reward on attention was measured in

the context of inter-trial priming [19�,47] or when the

reward-associated distractor could also appear as a target

on different trials in the same task [18�,20��]. Consistent

with the role of these regions in online reward prediction

[39,40], and their role as the teaching signal for more

enduring changes in the visual cortex and caudate tail as

hypothesized here, such responses may reflect the

strength of associative reward learning in the task and

its more immediate impact on the visual system. The fact

that such responses are evident in a reward priming

paradigm in which there are no stable stimulus-reward

associations [19�,47], whereas value-dependent caudate

tail activation is only observed when stable long-term

value associations have been trained [22,23], suggests two

distinct time courses to the contributions of these regions

to the orienting of attention.

Towards a unifying account
The proposed neural account of value-driven attention

can accommodate a variety of observations in the litera-

ture, and offers specific hypotheses concerning their

neural basis. The hypothesized feedback signals from

the reward system to the visual system, which occur at the

time of reward feedback and are stimulus-specific

[19�,28�,48], provide a single mechanism that can account

for both persistent biasing effects of protracted training

[11,13,16,17��,22–24,29�,31,33��,35–38,41,42] as well as
Current Opinion in Psychology 2019, 29:27–33
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immediate trial-by-trial effects seen in reward-mediated

priming [12,19�,47]. Such feedback is linked to stimulus

representations (that in turn bias visually guided action),

rather than to visually guided action plans themselves,

and thus can proceed independently of whether orienting

to the reward-predictive stimulus was ever goal-directed.

This representational basis allows for attentional biases

towards reward-predictive distractors to develop [36,37],

dissociating the learning from the motivations of the

observer.

The dual-mechanisms hypothesis, reflecting increased

competition in the spatial priority map of parietal cortex

on the one hand and increased competition in the oculo-

motor system of the basal ganglia on the other hand, lends

potential insight into an interesting dissociation between

value-driven attention and stimulus-driven attention.

Value-driven attentional capture has been shown to occur

even when attention is spatially focused [49,50], which

contrasts with the effects of physical salience on attention

[51]. Value-driven and stimulus-driven attention are

hypothesized to similarly influence the spatial priority

map of parietal cortex, which is subject to strong modu-

lation by the goal-directed allocation of spatial attention

[6], but value-driven attention uniquely recruits the cau-

date tail, which provides an additional source of priority

that may be less subject to top-down spatial biasing

signals. More broadly, the dual-mechanisms hypothesis

lends potential insight into why value-driven attention

can at times overpower both goal-directed and stimulus-

driven attention [13,16,17��,31,33��,38,41,42], with more

than one value-modulated visual signal biasing selection,

allowing value-driven attentional priority to bypass com-

petition in the spatial priority map.

In situations where a stimulus feature is only predictive of

reward when appearing in a particular region of space, this

feature selectively captures attention when appearing in

the region in which it was rewarded [52]. The proposed

neural account intuitively captures this spatial specificity

by virtue of the retinotopic nature of the stimulus repre-

sentations that are modified through reward feedback-

mediated plasticity [28�]. Value-driven attentional cap-

ture by a previously reward-associated feature has also

been shown to be specific to the context in which that

feature was rewarded [53]. Speculatively, connections

between the caudate tail and adjacent medial temporal

lobe [34], which supports a variety of memory functions,

could facilitate the context-dependent weighting of pri-

ority signals based on the binding of stimuli to context

and the association of this bound representation with

reward. Such contextual specificity would be difficult

to account for if value-driven attention were limited to

neural populations involved in the perception of early

visual features, which would imply a more direct influ-

ence of context on perception itself. At the same time,

plasticity in early visual areas can account for graded
Current Opinion in Psychology 2019, 29:27–33 
feature-similarity effects in value-driven attention [54],

given the feature tuning functions characteristic of these

representations [55].

Outstanding issues
In this review, I offer a neural framework for understand-

ing value-driven attention. Although this framework can

account for a wide variety of findings in the literature, it

also has multiple shortcomings. The proposed account is

likely too simplistic, accounting for only a subset of the

neural processes by which reward-associated stimuli gain

priority. For example, both the amygdala [56,57] and the

anterior insula [58] have been implicated in value-driven

attention, although our understanding of their contribu-

tion to the learning and expression of value-based atten-

tional priority is not as well developed. The proposed

framework is also particular to visual attention, although

value-driven attention has more recently been demon-

strated in the auditory domain as well [59,60]. Given that

the superior colliculus plays a role in multisensory inte-

gration [61] and receives input from the caudate tail [27],

it is possible that the caudate tail might be involved in

signaling value-driven attentional priority in more than

one sensory modality.

Reward learning has also been shown to bias spatial

attention [62–64], but the neural mechanisms underlying

this dimension of value-driven attention have not been

investigated. One possibility would be contextually-

dependent weighting of the spatial priority map

[52,62]. However, the degree to which such biases are

‘purely’ spatial in nature or recruit object-selective or

feature-selective representations in a spatial context is

debatable [62–66]. Value-driven attentional biases can be

strongly modulated by context [53], but the neural mech-

anisms underlying such contextual modulation remain to

be studied.

The degree to which the neural mechanisms hypothe-

sized here are particular to reward, or whether they are

better described as valence-independent (driven by both

reward and punishment learning), is unclear. Robust

attentional biases have been observed for aversively

conditioned stimuli [67,68]. The basolateral amygdala,

which plays a critical role in representing fear, has projec-

tions to the caudate tail in non-human primates [69].

Furthermore, feature-dependent visual cortical plasticity

has been observed following fear conditioning [70]. Find-

ings such as these suggest similar neural principles may

underlie punishment-driven attention, although direct

comparisons between value-driven and punishment-

driven orienting are lacking. Both financial losses and

financial gains have been shown to influence attention to

associated stimuli [67,71], although the neural mecha-

nisms appear to be somewhat dissociable, with dopami-

nergic midbrain nuclei specifically predicting reward-

based capture [20��].
www.sciencedirect.com
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More broadly, the concept of selection history in the

control of attention encompasses not only reward and

punishment, but also outcome-independent search his-

tory in which repeatedly orienting to a target-defined

stimulus biases attention to repeat this orienting response

in the future [72,73]. The role of reward prediction-errors

in the development of value-driven attentional priority

[28�,35,38], value-driven attentional biases for reward

cues that never served as targets [36,37], the relationship

between value-driven attentional capture and reward-

related dopamine release [33��], and the finding that

depressive symptoms blunt value-driven but not selec-

tion-driven attentional capture [42] are consistent with a

direct role for reward signals in driving an attentional

learning process rather than merely serving as a modulator

of reward-independent learning processes. However, how

different components of selection history relate to one

another in the control of attention is not understood, and

direct comparisons at the neural level are lacking.
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